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A feud between two groups of four women has boiled in the Underground 

Women’s Wrestling League since the very beginning, and tonight’s match is another 

battle in the ongoing war. The stunningly beautiful Alyssa will be facing former world 

champion Jessica in a one-on-one match. Alyssa belongs to a stable called Angelfire, 

which also includes the southern belle Jackie, her tag team partner Becky, and the lovely 

blond Heidi. Jessica is in a group known as The Hellcats. Jessica associates with former 

tag team champions Alana and Trisha (collectively known as the Wrecking Crew) and 

the feisty redheaded rule breaker Mindy. 

  Jackie and Becky are former tag team champions as well, and the belts went back 

and forth between them and the Wrecking Crew a few times. The last time those two 

teams faced each other for the titles it was a brutal affair. Jackie, a cute 5'6" southerner 

with long, curly brown hair who wrestles barefoot in a fluorescent high cut thong leotard 

and wears an anklet on her left ankle, was trapped in the Wrecking Crew’s corner for the 

final portion of the match and was absolutely pummeled. Becky, a 5'8" goth-like brunette 

who wears thick eyeliner, a dark blue bikini, and Lycra tights, could not rescue her 

despite repeated attempts. Her ventures into the ring were met by either the referee or one 

of her opponents, and they kept going to work on Jackie. The Wrecking Crew knew from 

previous matches that Jackie’s weak spot was her belly, so they really tormented her with 

blow after blow to the gut. At one point they draped her across their corner so that her 

belly was fully exposed and pounded her in the gut time and time again, like when Iris 

was placed in the corner "like a cadaver on a slab" in the final match of the movie All the 

Marbles. They beat her in the tummy with repeated axe-handle blows, sometimes 

jumping off the 2nd rope, flying high in the air, and then driving their clasped hands into 

poor Jackie's abused gut. They ended the match and won the belts with one of their 

double team finishing moves: Alana lifted Jackie up on her shoulders and Trisha leaped 

off the top rope, clotheslining her and making her flip in the air and land hard on the mat. 

Trisha rolled her up for the three count as Alana took care of Becky. Since then the 

Wrecking Crew lost the belts to Anjou and Dheera, who have held them ever since 

(although they’re defending the titles against The Cowgirls at the next major event). 

  Alyssa and Heidi sometimes wrestle as a tag team called The Beach Babes. 5'6" 

Heidi usually wrestles in a skimpy blue patterned thong bikini that leaves nothing to the 

imagination. The feud between Angelfire and The Hellcats escalated after some nasty 

matches between members of the two stables. After they developed an initial hatred for 

each other the feud escalated further when they began interfering in each other’s matches. 

For instance, once Mindy was wrestling a tough young woman named Kerri and Heidi 

ran down to the ring to jump Mindy from behind and help her opponent. Then the two 

stables began attacking each other in the dressing room. Recently all eight women started 

fighting in the dressing area and it took quite a while to break it up. For a long time the 

fans have been anticipating a 4-on-4 cage match to possibly end the feud, and Monica 

will probably arrange such a match in the future.  



  In the present, Alyssa is getting ready for the match. She is a former fashion 

model, which wouldn’t surprise someone upon seeing her. She is fairly tall at 5'11" and 

has beautiful hair that’s halfway between blond and brown. Her hair cascades halfway 

down her back. She’s wearing a skimpy green bikini, black wrestling shoes, and black 

fishnet tights. Tonight’s match is actually a set-up, but Alyssa doesn’t realize it. The 

Hellcats intentionally arranged a card in which only one of their enemies would be 

present, but all four women in their own group would be at the club. That way their 

victim would have no friends around to help her. The Wrecking Crew had a tag team 

match tonight, and Mindy wrestled somebody as well. 

  Alyssa patiently waits in the dressing area for the ring announcer to call her name. 

Jessica gets introduced first, and Alyssa hears fans booing as Jessica makes her way to 

the ring. Jessica is a very large woman – at 6'1" she’s one of the biggest, strongest women 

in the league. Her figure is slightly plump but she’s definitely not fat. She’s wearing a 

purple one-piece outfit with shiny tights. 

As Alyssa waits for Monica to announce her name she gets blindsided and doesn’t 

know what hit her! Alana attacked her from behind with a steel folding chair! Alana is a 

5'10" powerful, exotic woman from Hawaii with medium-length dark hair, and she’s 

wearing eye shadow and glitter. Trisha is 5'7" and has short, stylish blond hair. Both 

members of the Wrecking Crew wear tight cheetah print bikinis, black tights, and sexy 

black boots. They both look like those trashy yet attractive girls at school who’ve smoked 

cigarettes since 6th grade and usually date tough guys who are really into cars. Mindy is a 

short 5'3" redhead wearing a blue one-piece outfit with an opening exposing her cleavage 

(like Luscious Lisa’s outfit from the movie American Angels) and flesh-colored tights. As 

Alyssa struggles to her knees, Alana blasts her over the head with the chair once more. 

All three aggressors then begin stomping her all over. Trisha eventually picks Alyssa up 

by the gorgeous fashion model hair and holds her from behind, pinning her arms behind 

her, as Alana and Mindy send punch after punch into the beauty’s face and belly. After 

many, many punches Trisha lets go and lets her slump to the floor. Alana then scoops her 

up by the hair, puts her in a headlock, and runs her head into the brick wall! Alana rubs 

her face across the wall for good measure. The bad girls are going to make sure Alyssa 

will be sufficiently out of it so she’ll offer no resistance whatsoever to Jessica in the ring, 

so the powerhouse former world champion can toy with her at will. Mindy pulls Alyssa 

off her knees by the hair, tucks her head between her legs, and lifts her up for a pile 

driver. Mindy jumps and drills Alyssa’s head into the hard, cold floor. Alyssa is now 

lying motionless on the floor of the area behind the curtain that leads to the ring. The 

three bad girls perform another stomping session on her – almost stomping her into the 

ground. Alyssa then gets scooped off the dirty floor by her hair again. Mindy holds her 

while Alana and Trisha punch her in the gut, face, and tits. Then Alana winds up her 

strong fist and gives her a big uppercut to the twat. Alyssa leans her head back and moans 

in agony.  

Mindy whispers into her ear, “You like that, bitch? Well there’s a lot more where 

that came from.”  

Right after she says this Trisha gets a running start and kicks Alyssa right between 

the legs!  

“OOOOOOoooooooohhh,” moans Alyssa.  



Alana then picks up a metal trashcan and bashes it into Alyssa’s head, putting a 

dent in the side of the can. Trisha now lays the metal chair from earlier on the floor in a 

perfect position for Mindy to DDT Alyssa’s pretty head right into the chair, which is 

exactly what Mindy does – BAM! The bad girls love hearing the sound of Alyssa’s head 

hitting that chair.  

  

 Meanwhile, fans are getting restless waiting for the other combatant to make her 

way to the ring. Jessica picks up the microphone and calls Alyssa out, calling her a 

coward for not showing up: “It seems as if Alyssa the fashion model doesn’t want to 

come out and face a real wrestler!” she taunts.  

Backstage, Alyssa is still getting hers. Trisha put on some brass knuckles and now 

crouches over her chest raining punches down on her face. After this punishment, Alana 

spreads apart Alyssa’s legs and stomps her a few times in the tender region. Alyssa then 

gets monkey flipped right into the brick wall! How much punishment can she take before 

the match even starts? After she’s bodyslammed onto the concrete floor and stomped 

mercilessly in the belly and boobs, the bad girls decide to take the beaten up Angelfire 

bitch to the ring so Jessica can have some fun. 

  Alyssa gets dragged by the hair out through the curtain into the ring area, and 

when the fans see Alyssa getting dragged by three of her worst enemies they gasp in 

astonishment. Alyssa gets dragged by the hair all the way to the ring, and she’s then 

tossed into the ring like a piece of meat thrown to a dog. The bell rings to begin the match 

- if you can call it a match!  

  Jessica immediately picks up Alyssa, stuffs her battered head between her legs, 

hoists her up, and gives her a devastating piledriver. She then scoops her off the mat by 

the abused head of hair, kicks her squarely right in the muff, and then tosses her into the 

ropes. When Alyssa bounces back Jessica lifts her up and powerslams her to the mat, her 

finishing move. The match is less than a minute old and already Alyssa is being taken 

apart. Jessica gets up, slowly raises her foot, and stomps it right into her foe’s bare gut, 

causing a moan to escape from the tormented model’s lips. It’s amazing how the 

expression of pain on a woman’s face isn’t much different from her expression during an 

orgasm. Alyssa is getting severely beaten, but looks damn good in the process. Jessica 

slowly and methodically lifts Alyssa’s legs, spreads them apart, and shouts to the crowd, 

“This bitch won’t have sex for a long time after we’re through with her!” and then sends 

a hard stomp right to the groin, then another, and another, and another. The poor good girl 

writhes on the mat in anguish. After grinding her heel into her opponent’s twat for a good 

minute or so, Jessica lets up, then walks around to Alyssa’s side and drops an elbow right 

across her tits. Jessica then gets up, jumps, and delivers a leg drop across her tits too. 

Alyssa gets picked up again and tossed into the nearest corner. Jessica runs after her, 

turns around, and plants her ass right into Alyssa’s belly. Jessica then uses her face, tits, 

and belly as a punching bag as her friends stand on the ring apron and grab Alyssa’s hair 

and arms to secure her. Jessica is a very strong woman and her punches have a lot of 

force behind them. Alyssa will surely have two black eyes and many bruises tomorrow. 

After what seems like an eternity Jessica stops the punching session, ending it with a kick 

to the gut then a swift kick to the twat. She then decides to showboat for the fans.  

  Jessica is not a fan favorite because she isn’t incredibly attractive relative to most 

of the gorgeous women in the league, but some fans like her because she can dish out 



some intense punishment. Jessica parades around the ring, raising her arms in celebration, 

and stands on the second rope in the three unoccupied corners yelling at the fans. 

Although she’s hurt badly, Alyssa now has a little bit of time to rest and she’s able to take 

advantage of it. She miraculously makes her way out of the corner, and on wobbly legs 

she sneaks up behind Jessica. Mindy warns Jessica, but when she turns around Alyssa 

nails her with a dropkick! The fans can’t believe she was able to make a comeback after 

so much punishment, most of which they didn’t even see. After Jessica falls, Alyssa leaps 

on her and begins raining punches. Alyssa sends a series of rights and lefts right into her 

tormentors’ face. Alyssa gets up and stomps on her tits, then picks her off the mat and hip 

tosses her into the center of the ring. When Jessica struggles to her feet Alyssa grabs her 

head and gives her a swinging neckbreaker down against the mat. Alyssa lifts Jessica up 

by the hair from behind. When her opponent is on her feet Alyssa kneels down and gives 

her a hard uppercut right to the twat! Jessica clutches her groin and falls forward in pain. 

The beauty then leaps into the air and drives an elbow right into the small of Jessica’s 

back, making her cry out. Next, Alyssa picks her up and tosses her into the ropes, as she 

runs into the opposite ropes herself. When the two wrestlers meet in the middle of the 

ring Alyssa jumps through the air, grabs Jessica’s hair, and drives her face into the mat – 

an impressive, acrobatic move. Alyssa picks her up again and tries to repeat the same 

move, but this time Jessica moves out of the way and Alyssa crashes to the mat, dazed. 

Trisha grabs a steel folding chair from ringside and tosses it to Jessica in the ring, who 

holds it steady and waits for Alyssa to get up. When Alyssa gets to her knees Jessica 

wallops her right in the forehead with the steel chair, making her crumple to the mat and 

ending her valiant comeback attempt. Jessica hits her with the chair again, taking 

advantage of the no DQ stipulation for this match. 

 Jessica now grabs her opponent and tosses her out of the ring to the three bad girls 

waiting outside. They immediately converge on Alyssa and pummel her. Alana picks her 

up and slams her head into the ring apron, and then along with Trisha they grab her and 

run her boobs-first into the steel ring post. Both women then pick her up and slam her 

back across the metal ring steps. Alyssa’s eyes are glazed over now, and it’s highly 

unlikely she’ll mount another comeback. She’s completely at the mercy of her enemies. 

Unfortunately for her the Hellcats don’t know what “mercy” means.  

 Mindy lifts Alyssa’s beaten body off the ring steps and sends her head into the 

metal railing surrounding the ring area. She then holds her as both Alana and Trisha take 

turns kicking her in the pussy. They then slam her onto the ring apron, as Jessica 

converges on her and plants a foot right against her throat, grabbing the ropes for 

leverage. As Jessica chokes her with her foot, Mindy pinches her nipple after yanking 

part of her green bikini top down to expose her breast, Trisha drives axe-handle blows 

into her belly, and Alana drives repeated elbows into her head. Alyssa is helplessly curled 

around the bottom rope as she suffers this punishment, and a few tears trickle down her 

cheeks. Jessica sees this and mocks her, calling her a "cry baby", then drags her by the 

hair further into the ring. Jessica stands atop her disheveled hair and yells out, "Let's see 

this whore's tits!" as the crowd yells out their approval; whether they like Jessica or not, 

they don't mind seeing the beautiful damsel's assets. Jessica reaches down and rips the 

skimpy green top off, exposing Alyssa’s succulent tits. She then grabs her nipples and 

pulls up on them as hard as she can, causing the tortured beauty’s back to arch off the 

mat. Alyssa is now sobbing pathetically. Jessica releases that maneuver, then drags her 



foe over to the nearest ropes and ties her to the middle one with her own bikini top. Poor 

Alyssa is now bound and helpless.  

 Jessica slowly walks around her bound foe and tantalizingly runs her finger 

around her tender areas, circling her nipples with her fingers. Jessica then lifts up 

Alyssa’s chin so she can stare directly into her eyes. The tormenter then winds up and 

delivers a huge punch right to the belly, then follows it up with several more. After that, 

she grabs Alyssa’s nipples and pulls on them hard, making the rope she’s tied to stretch 

slightly into the ring. Jessica now sends a series of rights and lefts into Alyssa’s poor 

boobs, and concludes the flurry of blows with an uppercut to the chin. The former 

champion yanks Alyssa’s green bikini bottoms down to her knees, and then stretches her 

fishnets away from her body slightly so she can snake her right hand into them. Jessica 

circles Alyssa’s clit with her finger, and then pinches it hard, digging her fingernails into 

it. Alyssa howls in agony, her face contorted from pain. Jessica then switches from 

pinching to twisting, as she twists her violated clit like a bottle cap. After doing this for 

quite a while, Jessica pulls her hands out of Alyssa’s fishnets and pulls her bikini bottoms 

back up. Next, Jessica unties her and tosses the top into the crowd, subsequently grabbing 

two big handfuls of Alyssa’s beautiful hair and then tossing her across the ring! The 

beauty lands on her back and then curls up into a ball, running her hands through her 

abused head of hair. Jessica pounces on her again, lifts her off the mat by the hair, and 

then hair-tosses her across the ring again. Jessica goes back over to her and hair-tosses 

her a third time! Alyssa’s scalp is now on fire. Jessica stands over her whimpering 

adversary and raises her arms in triumph. She decides to end at least the regulation part of 

the match. 

 The bad girl signals to her friends and they toss a table into the ring. Jessica folds 

out the legs and sets up the table in the middle of the ring. She then lifts up Alyssa and 

places her on the top turnbuckle in a seated position – setting her up for a superplex off 

the top rope. Jessica climbs up to the top rope, tucks Alyssa’s head under her left arm, 

rests Alyssa’s left arm over the back of her head, grabs a handful of the half-naked 

beauty’s fishnets with her right hand, and then lifts her into the air. Jessica falls back and 

drives Alyssa’s back right through the hard table! The table gets shattered into pieces as 

Alyssa crashes to the mat. Jessica pulls her out of the wreckage by the hair, then lays 

across her body with one arm crooked over the beaten slut’s throat and her other arm 

raised in victory. The referee makes the inevitable three count:  1 … … …  2 … … … 3. 

The bell rings and echoes throughout the arena. 

 Now it’s time for The Hellcats to have a party with their hated enemy’s beaten 

body. Jessica’s friends come into the ring and clear the table debris. Mindy then drags 

Alyssa by the right leg toward the nearest corner, and applies her favorite submission 

hold: the figure-four leglock.  

Alyssa feels the pain: "Oh. Ohhhhh. OHHHH!!!" as the pressure is applied to her 

sexy fishnet leg.  

As Mindy has the excruciating hold locked, Alana and Trisha begin stomping on 

Alyssa’s tits as Jessica ascends the ropes. Jessica leaps off the top rope and lands on 

Alyssa, giving her a devastating flying splash. Jessica ascends the ropes again and repeats 

this. Then she does it again. And again. Meanwhile, Mindy still applies the figure-four 

and the Wrecking Crew stomp away on her tits. The poor, gorgeous good girl is getting 

the beating of her life. This is far worse than the beating she received from Mindy when 



she was attacked while conducting an interview. Mindy snuck up behind Alyssa 

backstage and jumped her, driving her face into the ground and rubbing it into the floor, 

scraping her face back and forth. She then kneed her in the cunt, punched her several 

times, and dragged her to the nearest shower, where she turned on the water so it was 

scalding hot and tossed her in, scalding her and leaving her in there until Heidi came to 

Alyssa's rescue.  

  Back in the present, Mindy finally releases the figure-four. They decide to strip 

their victim nude. Mindy removes Alyssa's wrestling shoes, Trisha grabs the green bikini 

bottoms and slides them off, and after this Alana clutches Alyssa’s fishnet tights and slips 

them off. The Hellcats now drag their rival over to the ropes and use the fishnets to bind 

her wrists to the bottom rope. Alyssa is bound once again, this time lying on her back. 

Alana and Trisha go outside the ring and each get a piece of sandpaper they brought with 

them. They stand outside the ring and begin sanding Alyssa’s already battered tits like a 

shop class project! Alyssa moans in anguish as the sandpaper gets rubbed into her boobs. 

Inside the ring, Mindy stomps and drops punches on her gut while the ringleader Jessica 

spreads her legs wide and sends repeated stomps and kicks to her now bare twat. After 

doing this for while, Trisha hands her sandpaper to Jessica. Trisha and Alana scratch up 

Alyssa’s tits with their nails, Mindy continues to pound away on her gut, and Jessica runs 

the sandpaper hard across her cunt and clit. Ouch. Jessica makes sure she rubs the 

sandpaper into Alyssa’s womanhood methodically, thoroughly, and forcefully. She runs 

it up her twat and across her clit, then back down again. This goes on for quite some time, 

until the Hellcats move on to their next sadistic form of torture and humiliation.  

 Alyssa gets untied, lifted off the mat, and led to the middle of the ring. Jessica 

yells out, "I think this bitch has been naughty – she needs a good spanking!" and the fans 

react to this with delight. Jessica lays the victim across her knee with her bare ass facing 

to her right, and winds up with her right palm and starts spanking Alyssa’s naked, sexy 

ass! As Jessica spanks her with her right hand, she has a handful of hair with her left. The 

fans count along with the spanks, "1!  2!  3!  4!  5!"  Alana and Trisha parade around the 

ring and encourage the fans to count louder, while Mindy kneels next to Alyssa’s head, 

brushes the sweat-drenched hair out of her face, leans close, and whispers belittling 

comments right into her ear. The fans still count, “27! 28! 29! 30! 31!” and Jessica keeps 

giving ¼ of Angelfire a good, long, humiliating spanking. It continues, “53! 54! 55! 56! 

57!” and Alyssa’s ass is bright red. The spanking continues. Finally, Jessica brings the 

spanking session to a close: “92! 93! 94! 95! 96! 97! 98! 99!  …    ONE HUNDRED!!!”   

  After the 100th spank Jessica shoves the bitch off her knee. The horny fans are in 

rapture at the spectacle they just witnessed. Mindy drags her near a corner, and then folds 

her up so that she's laying on her back and her ankles are planted against the mat to either 

side of her head. Her twat is now fully exposed. Jessica stands over her and sends a big 

punch right into her cooch. Alana climbs up to the top rope, leaps off, and drives a chop 

right between Alyssa’s spread legs! Trisha climbs up right after her and does the same. 

Jessica follows. The three climb to the top and leap off, punishing Alyssa’s pussy in 

quick succession. They’re like little kids taking turns on a sliding board. Alyssa's body 

shudders after each brutal, forceful blow to her womanhood. 

  This punishment goes on for quite a while, and then the bad girls get bored and 

decide to do something else. Alyssa gets dumped upside-down in the corner, with her hair 

draping down to the mat. Her tits and belly get stomped. Mindy goes outside the ring to 



the floor and grabs two big handfuls of hair, subsequently yanking them with all her 

might, making Alyssa’s body arch around the turnbuckles. As Mindy pulls her hair to the 

limit, her belly and tits are fully exposed for a massive amount of punishment from the 

other three. The Hellcats then decide to take their victim outside the ring. 

Alyssa gets dumped off the turnbuckles. Mindy and Trisha set up another table 

outside the ring, clearing the junk off of it and positioning it right below one of the ring 

posts. Jessica slings Alyssa over her shoulder and climbs up to the top turnbuckle with 

her. Jessica seats her on the ring post, and then puts her head between her legs while 

standing on the top ropes. Jessica lifts her up, jumps off the top, flies all the way to the 

floor outside the ring, and POER BOMBS her right through the table! What a move! The 

fans are in awe. Alyssa lays in the wreckage, motionless. Still the bad girls don’t relent. 

Mindy picks up a cord and wraps it around her neck, and drags her out of the table 

wreckage. Mindy gleefully drags Alyssa around the arena by the throat. Alyssa gets 

tossed over the steel railing, and then dragged around the seating area, as fans scurry out 

of the way to make room for Mindy and her plaything. Mindy drags her all the way to the 

bar area, and then unwraps the cord from her neck. Mindy lifts her up off the floor and 

holds her steady. The other three aggressors steal folding chairs from fans. Next, they 

each take turns bashing the chairs into Alyssa’s head: BAM! BAM! BAM! They’re 

destroying her. Alyssa, who was busted open slightly earlier, is now a mess. The fans in 

the vicinity enjoy the sight of her naked, sweat-drenched body. 

 After the beating with the chairs, Jessica grabs the beauty by the throat, lifts her 

in the air, and choke slams her right onto the bar! The Hellcats now decide to make their 

rival's pussy bald. As she lies on the bar, they take turns tearing out fistfuls of her cunt 

hair. Alyssa, who was barely conscious before, is now awake and shrieking. While her 

partners are tearing out the pubic hair, Alana takes a lemon from the bar and squeezes 

lemon juice into Alyssa’s various cuts, making her shrieks of pain even more hellish. 

After her pussy hair is torn out, Mindy gathers up a clump and puts it into a drink the 

bartender just made. The other three force open Alyssa's mouth and Mindy forces her to 

drink the liquid filled with her own cunt hair! How humiliating! 

  

The club will be closing soon so the Hellcats decide to add a few final touches to 

their triumphant evening. Alyssa gets dragged back near the ring with the cord wrapped 

around her throat again. Jessica picks her up and drives her cunt-first into the steel railing 

outside the ring. Alyssa moans loudly, as her mouth forms into an "o" shape and her eyes 

close. Jessica then grabs her hair and drags her along the railing, causing the railing to 

ride up against her twat giving her some intense pussy burn. Jessica drags Alyssa with 

two big handfuls of hair all the way around the entire perimeter of the railing - a very 

painful trip. Jessica now grabs her around the throat and choke slams her onto the railing, 

after which the beaten woman slides off onto the dirty floor. Jessica now tosses Alyssa   

back into the ring. Jessica gathers her fishnets from earlier and hogties her with them in 

the middle of the ring. Trisha gets Alyssa’s bikini bottoms and stuffs them into her 

mouth. As a final touch, they get a clothespin they brought with them and roughly clip it 

onto Alyssa's clit. They then all place a foot on top of her and raise their arms in 

celebration. After kicking her a few final times Jessica kneels next to her and says into 

her ear, “Tell your bitch friends that this is what happens to women who fuck with us!” 

and gives her one final kick. The Hellcats leave the ring together, relishing the victory 



and the carnage. After they leave, the medics come into the ring to take Alyssa to the 

hospital.  

 Poor Alyssa has been beaten and humiliated badly. She got beat up around the 

entire club, her cunt was abused, she was stripped naked, spanked, slammed through two 

tables, dragged around by the throat, and hogtied. When Jackie, Becky, and Heidi find 

out about this beating they will vow to get revenge for their friend. 


